Notice for Contractual Software Developer

Memo No. 499/Elec. Dated: 14/08/2018

This is to inform you that there is an urgent requirement of “Software Professionals having exposure in PHP & MYSQL with LARAVEL (PHP MVC FRAMEWORK)-5.6, VUEJS, for election related project guided by NIC for six to eight months.

The desired Qualification is 1st Class MCA or, 1st Class M.Sc in IT / Computer Science or, 1st Class BE in IT/Computer Science or, 1st Class B.Tech in IT/ Computer Science with skill in Software Design, Development, Documentation and Implementation support. Minimum working experience is 1 year.

Interested candidates may send their detailed resume to wbbgl@nic.in within 20th August 2018, 5-30 PM.

Additional District Magistrate (Election)
Hooghly